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RETIRED EDITOR

JOURNALISTIC MEETING
PLANS ARE COMPLETED
BY KAPPA GAMMA PHI
Will Be Run Off Here
Jimmy Searches Vainly
For Pilfered Chapeau Friday and Saturday
Next Week
A weary figure of a man. nay. a

MULLEN NEW EDITOR
Many Sophomores Begin
Editorial Work
This Week

mere shadow of the man I knew.
wandered aimlessly- as if the
spring sun had smitten his intellectual brow -hither and yon about
iiur budding campus. He was
searching, this man, for he plodded
sadly about, staring minutely into
the coveted nooks and crannies, hoping against hope that some hiding
place would regurgitate that which
he sought. "My hat " he muttered
inanely. "'Twas a little thing btu
mine own. My hat!" But he was
doomed to lonely existence without
it, for the freshmen had hidden it
beyond his ceaseless search. And
so Jimmy roams. No longer is the
hat worn in the "accepted Moreland
manner." It is nt•w a trophy and
a mem,
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Twelfth Annual
campus last Saturday
Escapes Bad Injury
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when editorial officers of the publication
A large number of high and prewere elected for the coming year. Burton
'ur University of Maine students reE. Mullen '30 was elected editor-in-chief
paratory school students from all
,: to! minor injuries in a severe autofor 1934-35.
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The new editorial staff
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junior at the University, in which
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DR. HUGH V. WHITE
WILL BE LEADER OF
WEEKEND RETREAT
To Discuss Problems
With Students
While Here

ANNIE MacLELLAN
NAMED PRESIDENT
OF WOMEN'S A.A.
Has Been a Member
Of Two All-Maine
Teams

7' V

ANNUAL ELECTIONS
OF MAINE Y.W.C.A.
ARE HELD MONDAY
Lucinda Ripley Named
President for
1935

•

JEAN WALKER HEADS
W. S. GOVT. BOARD
FOR COMING YEAR

WORK STARTED ON NEW
MECHANIC LABORATORY.
,miei•••••••

Four Other Officers
Are Chosen in
Elections

BANGOR SYMPHONY ORCH.
IN ASSEMBLY PROGRAM.
A W SPRAGUE IS LEADER

Former Maine Grad and Professor
Lauded by Case School Publication

PENOBSCOT VALLEY ASSN.
TO HOLD SUPPER, DANCE
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NEW U. OF M. PRESIDENT

DIED LAST TUESDAY
IN HUB HOSPITAL

Bow your heads ye saints and sinners,
Clasp your hands in reverent awe.
NO more shall your names he sullied,
Winchell's word's no longer law.

Henry W. Fifield Was
Outstanding as
Student

Bend your knees and kneel a moment,
Offer prayers, prepare a least.
Eat and drink, obey your impulse.
No longer will the Snoopus peek.

INSURANCE SPECIALIST

The bier is closed, the coffin buried,
Six feet under lies your foe.
The earth is trod, the grave =narked,
Hell and fire wait below.

Was Serving 3 Year Term
On Alumni Council
Of U. of M.
Henry

The yellow press is dead, my brethren,
For tabloids we no longer yen.
The Snoopus died a week come Sunday.
Don't weep, don't wail-just say AMEN!

Fitield, Jr., 35, a grad-

uate of the University of Maine.
died Tuesday in a Boston hospital.
Mr. Fifield, who resided at 37 Bayview Avenue. South Portland, was
associate general agent in Maine for
the State Mutual Life Insurance
Company of Worcester, Mass. lie

STUDENT DEBATERS CAMPUS WILL OFFER
OF FOUR COLLEGES BEST STORY PRIZES
TO MEET TONIGHT FOR ITS REPORTERS

had undergone an operation in Boston last October. Last Monday he
suffered a relapse in his home in
Portland and was rushed back im-

We Begim

mediately to the hospital.
The incoming Maine Caniaitz staff
Born at Vinalhaven. March 17, 1899,
pledges itself to strive courageously and Fitield attended the schools there, and, in
beta
goal,
whole-heartedly toward one
the course of events, entered the Univerter University of Maine.
sity of Maine in 1918. Four years later
he was graduated as one of the outstanding students of his class, receiving the
Futility
Washington Alumni prize awarded to the
Another period of interclass strife has senior who had done the most work for
visited the campus of the University of his college during his four year course.
Maine, and in the wake of the annual up- In addition to his participation in class
heaval is kit the usual amount of ludi- athletics and other activities, he was prescrous hair cuts. mud and egg spattered ident of the Sophomore Class, manager of
buildings, accidents, bills for damages, the track team, secretary of the Y.M.C.A.,
and hard feelings between members of the and a member of the Track Club, the
lower classes.
Junior Masks, the Prism Board, the
It is difficult to determine the causes of Maine Masque, the University Musical
annual interclass fighting. They seem to Club, and a sergeant in the Reserve Offilie in tradition and the-"Well, they did it cers' Training Corps. He was a member
last year. why shouldn't we?" attitude of of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
members of both the freshman and sophoIn 1927 Mr. Fifield was appointed dismore classes. Verbal encouragement by trict manager of the State Mutual Life
misdirected members of the upper classes Insurance Company at Rockland. Two
has always played a considerable part in years later he was transferred to Bangor,
bringing about the conflicts.
and. in 1932, he was sent to Portland as
The Senior Skulls can hardly be com- associate general manager for Maine,
mended for their action last year in set- handling Maine business jointly with
ting aside a fixed date for a freshman- Harry L. Sanborn.
During the World War, Mr. Fifield atsophomore fight. For the following reasons, the Skulls should do all in their tended the Officers' Training Camp at
power to put an end to interclass hostili- Camp Lee, Va., but before he completed
his course, the Armistice was signed. and
ties.
In the first place, the fighting this year. he was discharged without receiving a
especially that part .1 it in which the lower commission. Ile was active in the work
class women played a part, brought an in- of the American Legion and in 1932 was
ordinately large amount of most unfavor- commander of the Woodcock-Cassieable publicity upon the University as a Combs Post at Vinalhaven.
whole. A Boston tabloid seized upon an
In 1933, Mr. Fifield, as a representative
unfortunate incident in the affair and pub- of the College of Arts and Sciences, was
lished an extremely exaggerated report of elected for a three year term to the Alumthe women's activities to satisfy its gull- ni Council of the University of Maine.
ible readers.
He was also a member of the Masonic
No less important than the above is the bodies at Vinalhaven and an honorary
regrettably large number of absences member of the South Portland Kiwanis
caused by the fighting. During the two Club.
and one-half day period nearly all the
Surviving him are his widow, who was
sophomore men, and likewise a large numMiss Charlotte I.. Osgood, of Orono; his
ber of freshmen, cut all their classes.
mother. Mrs. Carrie Fitield; and a sister,
Many upperclass students. too. remained Mrs.
Doris Shields. of Vinalhaven.
away from classrooms ti watth the activities. The practice sessions of various
athletic teams suffered equally.
A third cause for abolishing this futile
pastime is the annual damage to property.
University dormitories and fraternity MacDonald. NVilliam. The Menace of
houses have been splattered Vk ith mud and
Recovery : What the New Deal Means.
eggs. Trolley cars have suffered equally.
330.973 M146
and much to the annoyance of their pat- McKay, William J. S. The Evolution of
rons. Citizens and business men of Banthe Endurance, Speed and Staying Powgor have been likewise disturbed.
er of the Racehorse. 037.4 M192
The last reason, anti one which is in it- Marquis, Don. Archy's Life of Mehitabel.
self sufficient, is the large nuniber of acci817.5 M348
dents which occur annually at this time. Marshall. Robert. The People's Forests.
Speeding atn,,m,biles laden ssith reckless
636.5 M358
students. carelessly brandished scissors,- Meyer. Adolph Erich. Modern European
what invitations to grim Tragedy whose
Educators and Their Work.
shadow shrouds the campus at this time.
370.1094 M576
Must we wait to see a classmate blinded. Morgan, John J. B. Keeping a Sound
permanently deformed, or es en, perhaps,
Mind. 131 M823
hurled to his ileaih troin a rapidly moving OTaulain. Sean. A Nest of Simple Folk.
car ?
891.023 0(2
The Stialetit Stitiate and the Senior Orton, W. A. America in Search of CulSkulls sk-u1,1 exert tlietr utmost efforts ture. 917.3 0r8
towards the terininati,
n i imer,lass fight- Ottawa. Carnegie Library. Canada ; a
ing If they base n. t
poicer do this,
Reading List. 1932. 016.971 0t8
it should he di me is
Peck. William G. The Social Implications of the Oxford Movement. (Hale
Lectures, 1933) 283 P337
Journalistic Meeting Plans are
Petermann. Bruno. The Gestalt Theory
Completed by Kappa Gamma Phi
and the Problem of Configuration.
(Continued from rage One)
150.1924 P442
Reeder, Rudolph R. Training Youth for
t,amma Hu at a specialls arranged prothe New Social Order. 371.3 R258
gram of moving pictures at the Strand
Richardson, Owen W. Molecular HydroTheater in Orono.
grit and its Spectrum. 546.11 R396
A feature of the conference s1'e the R.dhe, Rudolf E. Theory of Function,
judging oi the publication entered 'y each
518 R743
high or preparatory scluNI.
Schnitman. I.. S. How Safe if Life Instil
prizes will be awarded to first place win- I ance? 34.3 Sch59
ners in both newspaper and searls.k seagle. William. There Ought to be a
fields. The judges have not as yet co:
Law. 3409 Se13
announced.
' Sears, Richard. Psychogalvanic Responses
In Arithmetical Work. (Archives of
The members of the. Psychology of Ad
Psychology No. 155) 157.07 Se17
vertising class, under the direction ot Smith. Preserved. A History of Modern
Professor Dickinson. were shown thr ugh
Culture. V. 2 901 Smo3
the University Print Shop Wednesday Stewart. Donald 0.
Rebound. a Comeds
morning by Mr. Libby The inspection
in Three Acts. 812.5 St49
was part of the class work and served to Taylor. Morris P. Common Sense About
acquaint the students with the printing
Machines and Unemployment.
department.
338.4 1216

In The Library

Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, dean of Lafayette at Easton, Pennsylvania,
who has accepted the presidency of the University of Maine. Dr. Hauck
will take over the duties of President Harold Boardman whose resignation takes effect July 1. According to the trustees, Dr. Hauck was not
a candidate for the position, but was sought by the trustees. He has two
children.

Thompson, Betty I.. Fundamentals of
Rhythm and Dance. 793.3 T372
Tractor and Implement Blue Book, 1932.
634.86 T673
Washburne, Carleton W. Adjusting the
School to the Child. 371.3 W275
Weyforth. William 0. Federal Reserve
Board. 332.11 %V545
Wingfield-Stratford, E. C. The Victorian Aftermath. 1901-1914. 914.2 W727v
Zeydel, Edwin H. Ludwig Tieck and
England. 833.73 ZZ62
THE NEW DEAL
Beard, Charles A. The Future COMM
1933. 330.973 B38
Buell. Raymond I.. The World Adrift.
(World Affairs Pamphlet, No. 1) 1933
330.904 B862
Crowther, Samuel. America Self-Contained. 1933 330.973 C886
Dowell, Austin A. and Jenness, 0. B.
The American Farmer and the Export
Market. 1934. 630.8 D754
Fay. Bernard. Roosevelt and His America. 1933. 973.917 R6771
Filene. Edward. The Consumer's Dollar.
(John Day Pamphlet, No. 41) 1934
338 F474
Hacker, Louis M. The Farmer is Doomed.
(John Day Pamphlet, No. 28) 1933.
630.8 11116
Hodgson. James G. Economic Nationalism. (The Reference Shelf, V.9, No. 1)
1933 808.521 R259 V. 9 No. 1
Hodgson, James G. Federal Regulation of
Banking with Guarantee Deposits.
(Reference Shelf, V. 8, No. 6)
808.521 R259
John Crerar I.ibrary. NR.- The New
Deal for Business and Industry : a Bibliography. 1933 016.33 J613 Mimeographed
Kirsch. B. S. The National Recovery Act.
1933 330.973 K639
Kolb. John II. Meeting the Farm Crisis.
(Exploring the Times) 1933
630.973 K831
Land Utilization and State Planning.
(Unit Study Booklet, No. 19) 1933
330.973 1,23
Landis. Benson Y. Third .‘merican Rev*Intim. 1933 330.973 1.235
Lapp. .lohn A. The First Chapter of the
New Deal. 1933. 330.973 L318
MacDonald, William. The Menace of
Recovery: What the New Deal Means.
330.973 M146
Miller, Spencer. American Labor and the
Nation. "Radio Dialogs" 1933 331 M618
Morley. Felix. Aspects of the Depression. 1932 330.904 M828

Morley. Felix, ed. Economic World ToDay. "Radio Series" 1933
330.904 M828E
Patterson. Ernest M.. ed. Towards National Recovery. (Annals of the American Academy, V. 172, March 1934)
#88 Reading Room
Piquet, Howard S. Outline of the "New
Deal" Legislation of 1933. 330.973 P663
Reed. Thomas H. Government in a Depression : Constructive Economy in
State and Local Government. "Radio
Dialogs" 1933. 353 R252
Reed, Thomas H. Legislatures and Legislative Problems. ( You and Your Government Radio Dialogs) 1933
330.973 R252
Roosevelt. Franklin I). Looking Forward,
1933. 308.1 12077
Roosevelt, Franklin D. Ou Our Way.
1934 308.1 R677o
Rugg. Harold and Krueger, M. Study
Guide to National Recovery. (John
Day Pamphlet, No. 37) 1933 330.973
R843
Rugg. Harold and Krueger. M. Social
Reconstruction: Study Guide...1933
309.173 R843s
Salter, Sir Arthur. Toward a Planned
Economy. (John Day Pamphlet, No.
40) 1933 330.904 Sa37t
Smyser. Seldcn. Roosevelt and the Con
stitution. (Unit Study Booklet, No. 20)
1933 342.73 Sm95
Unofficial Observer. The New Dealers.
1934 973 N42
Wallace, Henry A. America Must Cho,(World Affairs Pamphlet. No. 3) 1934
338 W'155
Willis, II. Parker. The Banks and You.
(Unit Study Booklet. No. 13) 1933
332.1 W678b
Woodward. Donald B. A Primer of
Money. 1932. 332.4 ‘V872

Methodist Episcopal Church
and Wesley Foundation
6:00 P.M Young People's Luncheon
and Fell iss ship Hour.
0:45 P.M. The Student Forum. Hugh
D. Chase. Instructor in Engineering, will
speak on the subject. "Creation."
7:45 The Evening Service. Mr. 11. old .-k. Hardy. architect. of Bangor, will
speak on "The Educational Program of
the Methodist Church."
Morning Worship will be at lo
A.M.. with sermon by the pastor,
Mindedness."

r I 1 1 the student of cultural subjects who wishes to make
. i. deficiencies or shorten his college work, the ad\ .ini;iges it summer f•ttuly in New York are immediately
clear. The museums are at hand-the libraries, theatres.
public buildings. And. within a stone's throw, are the fatuous resorts of Long Island. Connecticut and the New
Jersey shore. To all these. the Washington Square College
of New York University affords the student easy access.
dire. with full e.,Ilege ereflit are
,,ifereil in Itinlogy. Chen-mot,. Fes.
Fngli•h. Frer,rh. t.eology.
Government,
fiat
I
Philosophy.
Mathemati.s.
•it,

Physic.. PoychnIngy, Public Speak.
Sociol.igy, and Spanish
114 torn Is ftes Jun* 3I t. ftpt•44Wr 14.

1-or detailed inforinution (resider:, e fa.-dates. fees. admIsslons. etc.)
address Director of the Summer Term. 11".uhington Square College

NEW YORK I.NIVE11%1TV
2-iticre

•

Monetary Discussion
Will Be Held in
Alumni Hall

Aim Is Improvement
In Literary Quality
Of Campus

KIRSHEN TO OFFICIATE TWO AWARDS OF $5.00
Ashworth Plans Program.
Public Is Invited
To Attend

English Dept. Professors
And Campus Editor
Are Judges

Student representatives from Bates.
Bowdoin, and Colby colleges and the University of Maine will meet in the Little
Theatre in Alumni Hall tonight at 7:30
to discuss the future monetary policy of
the United States.
The discussion by the representatives of
the 'colleges will be through a forum plan
of approach. The audience will be invited
to take part in the open forum following

At the annual meeting of the Maine
Campus board held last Saturday afternoon, it was voted by the editorial board
to offer a prize of five dollars cash, or its
equivalent, to the writer of the best news
story which appears in the Campus during
the coming year.
Separate prizes will be awarded to male
and female reporters, and it is expected
that they will be given out at the annual
banquet in 1935. It was voted to have as
judges of the stories, the head of the English Department, the instructor in journalism, and the editor of the Campus.
The purpose of the prizes is to stimulate
more interest in writing among students.
to enlarge the editorial staff of the Campus, and to improve the quality of stories
appearing in the publication. The judges
in the contest will base their decisions on
the manner in which the story is written,
and the ingenuity and work of the reporter
in obtaining the material for the story.
Members of the editorial staff are not
..
eligible for the awards.

the discussion by the regular speakers.
Four suggested monetary policies v.:(11
be explained to open the discussion. They
•
are:
I. Gold Standard
II. International Bimetallism
III. Managed Money
IV. International Gold Exchange
Standard
The field of discussion was planned
through the courtesy of Dr. Ashworth,
head of the Department of Economics and
Sociology. The chairman of the forum
will be Professor H. B. Kirshen of the
same department. The public is cordially
invited, and no admission will be charged.

Patronize Our Advertisers

Your Parents and Friends
Want to Know About

CHURCH NOTICE

SUMMER
in NEW 1.4111k

IS Washim,t,

•

`,.A

N 1

You
Send them subscriptions to

Alatur Tatum
The largest circulation of any college weekly
in New England

The only college paper in Me East that presents news by radio

Listen to the Maine Campus radio broadcast every Friday
at 7.00 o'clock over W1,117,
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SOC I ET
Soft Lights, Sweet Music and Janie
Features of Annual Sophomore Ball

3

Frank Waterhouse; Winifred Coburn,
Charles Towle; Ada Woodman, Winston
Hoyt; Kathleen Wormwood. John Sealey; Alice Saco, Bruno Golobaki; Lee
Blackington, Francis Me.klary; Dorothy
Moran, Joseph Mullen; Eleanor Merriman, Herbert Hill; Mr.. Webster, Lionel
Hall; Janet Brown, Peter Karalekas;
Lucille Simpson, Joseph Senuta; Ray
Carroll, George Frame; Ruth Harding,
Marcus Halenheek; Dorothy sawyer.
Roger Hefler; Cynthia Waegatt, John
Pearson.

Mary Buseell,`Carl.Honer; Arlene Merrill, Russell Walton;il'aulette Roussin,
John Stuichtield; Dixie Copeland, Earl
Hill; Georgia Fuller, George Osgood;
Dorothy Jones, Harry Abbott; Weslyian
By Margaret Sewall
ley, Richard Adams; Evelyn Whitman, Saunders, harry Saunders; Jeanete :MacNearly 600 persons attended the an- Eugene Wakely; Ruth Shurtleff, Doug- Kenzie, Alfred Sweeney; Miss Fah( \
ual Sophomore Hop held in the Mem- las Parker; Ella Rowe, Joseph Galbraith; Parker Frost; Phylui Webber, Ileto
rial Gymnasium Friday evening, April Roberta Lewis, Reginald Naugler;
t'onkhn; MISS Rosa', James Jacksoe;
Larrabee, Lowell Westou; Patricia Ann Morrison, Robert Erskine; Caroline
thirteenth, from eight-thirty until two
Bangor mess again invaded by the fresh:clock. The guests of the class of 1936 Savage, Robert Littlehale; Virginia Young, Lothrop, Stuart Sabin; Beatrice Cumclass lest Friday night, but this tone
man
Stanwood
Searles;
'eluded members of the two upper classWinifred Brown, Gor- mings, Roger Burke; Mildred Haney.
ham Leverusellor; Elizabeth Jordan, David Stanley Henderson; Joan Stanley, Wit- on a friendly Illuation. Three trolley
The hall was shaded with a dim glow; ‘Veliman; Hazel Feero, Enoch Cook; ham Halpine; Hope Whitman, Thomas cars, loaded with members of the clam of
• he stage was the only brightly iighteti Donna Weymouth, Harold Boardman; McGuire; Velma Colson, Edward Little- 1937. carried the enthusiastic revelers
pot. This was decorated In lavender Althea Hamlin, 14unald Washington; field; Edith Gardner, Temple Smith; to the Bangor City Auditernim to attend
.;nd pink and furnished a brilliant setting Anna Eliasson, Arthur Roberts; Annie Ruth Gallagher, William NIoneovan; the annual freshman banquet.
The hall, attractively decoratts1 with
•./r the Georgians and Janie, whose songs Nlacelellan, Carl Davie; Barbara San- Mrs. Shay, Paul Gavin; Dorothy Nutt,
born. George Fitch; Ruth Perry, Rich- Vernon Packard; Rosemary Boardman, orange streamers, provided an exedlent
ielighted the guests.
Refreshments of ice cream, cookies, ard Moore; Doris Lawrence, Albert Ver- James Ilaggett; Rhona Gray, l'hilip background for many bald heads ex;ad punch were served during the even- rill; Peggy Dodge, Harold Lord;Virginia Webber; Viola Blake, Kenneth Kimball: hibited by those ainfortunate members of
Trundy, Willard Brooks; Margaret Ho- Katharine Samways, Charles Priam; Alice the clam who were unable to escape sop.:ig.
homore clippers. Those few who had
The patrons and patronesses were: mer, Arthur Otis; Ruth Mance, Thomas Cottin, Myron Collette; Virginia Nelsuccessfully
managed to preeerve luxReed;
Mrs. May NlacDonough, Robert son, Francis Topulsky; Marguerite CotPresident and Mrs. Harold S. Boardman,
uriant heads of hair were so enviously
4e.an and Mrs. James N. Hart, Dean Adams.
ter, Joseph Hots; Catolyn Terrier, Carl
regarded by their classmates that they
:and Mrs. Arthur L. Deering, and Dean
Also, Ruth Hanley, Willard Crane; Omer; Helen Sniff, James Pisco; Ruth
were in constant fear of losing them.
iind Mrs. James Nluilenburg. Proles- Lee Ingerson, Donald Poole; Margaret Sylvester, Aldo Bartlett; Eleanor Hill,
An excellent dinner of roast turkey.
. ir and Mrs. Paul D. Bray, and Mr. and Young, Stanley Young; Ann Morrison, Robert Burns: Enid Humphreys, John
Frederick S. Youngs were the chap- John Willey; Mr. and Mrs. Ted Janney; Crosson; Nlargueiite Richards, John Dur- peas, ice cream and cake was served by an
efficient staff of waitresses. About eight
'a.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Miller; Kitts Davis, ker; Regina Richards, William Barker;
tables were set up in the hall, facing the
ii.e Hop Committee consisted of Alfred Harry Davis; Virginia Hall, Eldridge Irene Wormwood, William Moran; Elizaspeakers' table. Lou Kyer and his Rhy-weeney, chairman, Phylis Hamilton, Woods; Claire Aiken, Carleton Taylor; beth Gifford, Mac Oliver; Ruth Barrows,
thm Boys provided entertainment during
;:obley Morrison, David F. White, John Shirley Young, Stanley Blanchard; Doris Richard Chase; Ruth Perry, Stuart Moethe even ing.
;. Fogarty.
Farnham, Chester Batchelder; Clarice her; Helen Whittemore, Herbert Wilber; James
Moreland, in spite of a had cold
Among these present were; Helen Grant, Nelson Blanchard; Helen Twom- Mrs. NlacCullum, Thomas Mureh; Charand the weir acoustics of the hail, kept
Osgood, Carl Whitman; Emerson Beers, bley, Preston Whittaker; Norma Slater, lotte LaChance, Kenneth Foster; Barbara
the freshmen in a constant uproar uith
Ernestine Merrill; Shirley Hatch, Ed- John Arno; Pauline Sibley, Lawrence Lancaster: Hall Ramirez.
his witty advice and introductions of
ward Jordan; Phylis deCormier, Fred- Tompkins; Mary Deering, Wayne Rich;• Also, Phylis Johnson, Clarence Wadsthe speakers for the evening. Dean Com-rick Bullock; Alice Dyer, Edward De- Maxine Harding, Donald Good; Alice worth; Eileen Brown, Joseph Stevens;
bett, Coach Jenkins, Major Eberle and
0."ourey;
Louise :Milliken, Frederick Crowell, Robert Morrison; Barbara &lee, Miss Sanborn, David Brown; Alfreda
Physical Director Wallace added greatly
Bendtaen; Rena Allen, Robert Arey; Carol Works; Adelaide Jordan, Kenneth Tanner, William Candere; Leona West,
to the general merriment with their
Father Carr, Alfred Gorden; Helen Cleaves; Mrs. King, Ashton Sawyer; David White; Rachel Adams, Robert
speeches. Les Hutchings and -Ding
Walker, Lawrence O'Connell; Melba Giff- Gladys Babbin, Clyde Higgins; Fern Christiansen; June Wheeler,Claude Baker;
Dong" Bell gave a few impromptu reord, Charles Straffin; Agnes Crowley, Allen, Morris Judd, Kenneth Aldrich, Mrs. Newman, Dudley Merrill; Elizabeth
make.
Donald Murphy;
Phylis Hamilton, Winifred Cushing; Vivian Clemings, Shiro, Lester Myer; Geneva Epstein, The committee consisted of
Phyllis
Thomas Somers; Elizabeth Myers, Rob- George Plumpton; Alice Coffin, Kenneth Arnold Kaplan; Sarah Meltzer, Harry
Dimitre, chairwoman, Carol Stevens, Phylert Chittick; Helen Buker, Carl Ingra- l'ruett; Evelyn Gates, Murdoch Walker; Helfand; Alice Albling, Gerald Slosberg;
la Phillips, Gordon Coffin and James
tam; Margaret Litz, Thomas Johnson; Isabelle Stanley, Robert Salisbury; Ger- Lillian Ilyer, Ohren Bradbury; Mildred
Dow. Those present as guests were:
01aire Saunders, Donald Brown; Marie trude Murry, John Weeks Black; Mar- St'iar, Samuel Shiro; Elizabeth Philbrook, Mr.
and Mrs. Cheste, Jenkins, Mr. and
.kreher, Edward Backer; Mrs. Roberts. jorie Church, Frederick Mills; Inez Howe, Robert Dearth; Margaret Sewall, James Mrs. James
Moreland, Major and Mrs.
Henry McCusker; Etta Grange, Ralph Howard Foley; Elizabeth Crowley, Carl Day; Louise Michaud. Kenneth Nash; Eberle.
Dean and Mrs. Corbett, Mr. and
Sawyer; Frances Knight, Freeman Webb; Johnson; Gwendolyn Roach, Richard Mrs. Wing, Romeo Pascarelli; Louise We.
Kelley, Prof. and Mrs. Stanley WalBessie Gray, Charles Kenney; Eleanor Barstow; Lillian Harvey, Richard Hig- Steeves, Kenneth Speed; Charlotte Mil- lace, Miss Fern
Allen, and Mr. Philip
0;owan, Frank Peaslee; Gwendolyn Bart- gins; Edith Colidge, Albert Doherty; ler, Roswell Averill; Audrey Thornton, Parsons.

Freshman Class Banquet
at Bangor Auditorium

•
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AT F. W.C. A. MEET!

New Ball Diamond

Miss Edith Wdsion, dean of semen,
was the guest speaker at the general meettog of the Y. W. C. A. in Balentine Hall,
Wednesday at 4.15 P. M. Mildred Haney,
preselent ;4 the organization, introduced
Mies Wilson and the members of the cabinet. As chairmen of committees, the New Field Soon to be Ready;
No Ground Rules
cabinet members reported on the work
accomplished during the year as follows:
Necessary
social cortmuttee. Llamas Ripley; committee •;ii deputations, Jean Walker, The University of Maine can now pride
social service c'ommitte'e, Jeannette Mae- itself on having one of the largest basereligion committee, Elizabeth ball fields in New England. At the time
Kellatie;
Gifford; committee on vocational,
of writing the new field is rapidly drying
y Romero. Elizabeth Ashby gave a out in readiness for the spring christen-.unwary sit Freshman "Y" activities. ing in a few weeks. However, it was
Nnuouncement ass made of the Maine stated by authorities that the new playChristian Amociation retreat to Camp ing ground will not be used until it is
Jordan nem me eek-end, 1,pen to both men thoroughly dry and not until it has been
and %%omen. 'Ile meeting closed with extensively rolled and the nes grass
the singing of -Follies The (leam."
llll%tett
The new field hich is 650 feet to deep
it)/'.VG .1 ND JORDA N TIE center field is so large that no ground
FOR RIFLE CLUB HONORS rules will be necessary. And—incidentally
The high scoiers of the Women's Rifle it will be a very poor place to miss a ball
Club were announced at a masting in as the ono at error will have plenty of
Balentine Hall on Friday, April 13. Eliza- ground to cover in order to recover the
Iwth Jordan and Shirley Young tied fel- fleeing ball.
There will be plenty of room for the
find piece. In former years a prize etas
awarded for the greatest improvement in spectators as it is planned to have bleachscores, but this year it was decided to ers put up along the home and third base
discontinue the practice. Score for first line capable of aerommodating 1,500.
Another feature of the field is the twplace was 492 out of a possible 500.
tle bark infield as incorporated by the
tug leagiles. This arrangement will elMRS.
Y ER HOSTESS
iminate the pitchers mound most often
A 7' SOROI?I T
PA 7' I' used on the smaller fields.
Adjoining the varsity field is the freshMrs. Marion Sawyer, the patroness of
Alpha Omicron Pi, gave the active mem- man greund the use of which is questionsliers and pledges a tea Sunday afternoon, hilt' this season. However if these new
April 15, at the Penobscot %alley Coun- fields am used it will no doubt give ample oppirtunity for improvements to be
try Club.
Mrs. Harold Boardman and Mrs. made to the football field. In the past
there has been insufficient time during
Albert K. Garner,'Kelm&
Those assisting were! Miss Ernestine the sununer months to put this field in
Merrill, Miss Ilelen Osgood. and Mita find class ghtille•
Sally Palmer.
- Lake Carnegie, hitherto used by crews
Mrs. Nlary Martin and Mrs. Hugh
and rowboats alone, this spriug will be
Wear were among the guests.
the scene of a Perim of dinghy races under
The gravest menace to peace in this the auspices of the Princeton University
el ountry is the publialier of semational Yacht Club.
newspapers. said Willis J. Abbott, journ- 1 The dinghies, designed for use in shalalist and historian and for many years low water will be able to complete the
editor 01 the christhis erjenee Monitor, three mile course without difficulty despite
who delivered the Paul Block lecture at the fact that the lake rarely exceeds is
Yale.
other menaces to peace. Mr. depth of six feet in any place.
Abbott declared, lay in the control of
Twelve dinghies have already been ornewspapers by munitions firms and pole tiered and the Yacht club expects adflfticians having ambitious national schemes floral orders totaling the same number
during the el mrse t he spring.
to advance.
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Luckies are all-ways kind
to your throat
made so round, so firm, so fully packed—no loose

Luckies are always in all-ways kind to your throat.
For every Lucky is made of the choicest of ripe,

ends. That's why Luckies "keep in condition"
—do not have that objectionable tendency to

mellow Turkish and domestic tobaccos—and only
the clean center leaves—they taste better.Then,"It's

dry out, an important point to every smoker.
Luckies are always in all-ways kind to your throat.

toasted"—for throat protection. And every Lucky is

"It's toasted"
Luckies are all-ways kind to your throat
•

Only the Center Leaves— these are the Mildest Leaves

NOT the top leaves—they're underdeveloped—they are harsh!

They taste better 11
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NOT the bottom leaves—they're inferior
in quality—coarse and sandy!
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

FROSH AND SOPH GIRLS
IN INTERCLASS MELEE
Various Female Weapons
Used by Amazons in
Battle

PERSONALS
William Belmont, '35, and Walter Richardson, '35. spent the week-end at liessum's home in Marblehead, Mass

By Jane Sullivan
Traditions of five years ago acre revived last Thursday night when the
William If. Gilbert, Jr , spent the weeksophomon, and freshman girls decided to end at his home in Hartford, Corm.
lend a hand in the annual controversy.
Merchurochc,me, powder, rouge, and
Elston P. Ingalls, '35, was in Harrison,
lipstick played art important part in the over the week-end.
warfare. but the only injuries received
a ere those t,. the girls' pride.
Jack Frost, '33, Was a guest at the
It all started when the is.phomore S. A. E. House. Monday.
men tricii to make up for the alleged
lack of courage of the masculine half id.
Nunn, '33. was ,,,
Kenneth •Lefty"
•
their VISAS I/N 11111111g the evening clothes campus the past week-end, staying at the
the freshman girls in the \ispies' attic S. A. E. House.
and ifismantling their ',sans. When
their job a as done, they repairol to the
Laurence T. Small, '34, was at his home
Cabin to appease the pangs of hunger in Madison, over the week-end.
lirinight on by lack of sapper. The freshmen, returning from supper in the dorJohn Tompkins, spent the week-end in
mitory and finding their domiciles com- Brookline, where he attended the Wheelpletely upset, held a council of war and tick Junior Prom, given at the Highland
ilea-ended la full battle array upon the Towers.
unsuspecting sophomores
Excitement reigned supreme; timid
Miss Eleanor Grinnell, '34, spent thc
girls who always had had to be helped in week-end iii Dexter at the home of Mrs
and out of cars and up and down main, Charles E. Thomas
when attending parties, suddenly reversed their ideas and adopted Amazonian
Miss Nlary Busaell, '34, is confined
tactics. A hair-pulling, piwder-throw- with a cold at her home in Oldtoan.
mg, typically feminine battle now took
place in the pouring rain outside the cabin.
Miss Ann Clarke, '37, spent the weekThe shrieks of the avenging and avenged end at her home in Kennebunkport.
girls could he heard all over campus and
----attracted the attention of all those in the
Miss Doris Newman. '34, spent the
vicinity.
week-end in Biddeford, Maine.
The sophomores, finding themselves
outnumbered, fled to the dibrm and were
Miss Lucinda Ripley, '35, motored to
joined there by several of their classmates Boston Thursday, where she spent the
a ho had remained in their rilOnls. Another week-end.
battle was begun at this point, but was
wain terminated when the gins' strength • Mims Ruth Vaughan, '34, spent the
deserted them. A truce was declared, seek-end at her home in Belfast.
thereby ending the hostilities. More
than one freshman girl went to sleep that
Miss Ruth Hinkley,'36, spent the weeknight in a disordered room, for most of end at her home in Bangor.
them were too tired to put their Irkinginset aaay. The next day, the evening
Miss Barbara Sanborn, '36. spent the
dresses were recovered from their hiding
week-end at her home in Portland.
place and found to be none the worse for
their disappearance.
Fra King, '36, was the guest of Georgia
It has been five years since the girls
4,f the tau 11.wer damsel' have entered inti) Fuller over the week-end at Augusta.

Samuel Levinson
Is Awarded
French Decoration

Graduates
Expected to Return
For Class Reunion

Seven

—

JULIA! 25, 1S84, fourteen men
and women were graduated from
the Maine State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. This
year, on June 9, seven of these
graduates who are now living will
return to the campus for their 50th
reuLion, in addition to these,
six of 13 non-graduates are living.
It is hoped that the following
graduates will return for their reunion. Dr. Edward S. Abbott of
Bridgton;
George H. Allen of
Leslie W. Cutter of
Portland;
Bangor; John E Hill of Minneapolis, Minn; Joseph E. Kelley of
Portland, Ore.; William R. Pattangall of Augusta; and William
Webber of La Grange, Ill.
The non-graduates are located
as follows: Freeland J. alit*, Long
Island, N. V.; Eugene L. Folsom.
Waltham, Mass.; Evelyn M. HamWen, St. Augustine, Fla.; Robert
S. Leighton, Everett, Maas.; Cephas R. Moore, Madison; and
Robert C. Patterson, $t. Paul.
Minn_
tin

Samuel 0. Levimion, noted Chicago
attorney, and father of Professor Ronald
B. Levinson of the Department of Philoatiphy at the University, has been recently
awarded the decoration of Chevalier of
the Legion of Honor by the French government.
The award, presented to Mr Levinsonin
Washington by Ambaaasilo,- Laboulaye.
was granted in recognition of has "outstanding work toward the outlawry of
war which preceded and laid the groundwork for the Briand-Kellog pact if Paris.
outlawing war, and also for his other general contributions to world peace."
Levinaon is a member of the Chicago
law firm of Levinson, Becker, Glenn, and
Schwartz, specializing in reorganization
of industrial and railroad corporations. •
Ile is a graduate 4if Vale, and has received
degrees from several it her universities.
He has a slimmer home at Kennehunk
Beach, Mailie•

FARM BUREAU VOTES
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
FOR STUDENTS HERE
The Maine State Farm Bureau Federation voted at its annual meeting to
establiah a 83,000 scholarahip fund at
the University of Maine. In addition
Iii this, the Federation contributed an
initial gift of 8100. One or more scholarships will be awarded annually to upperclassmen in the College of Agriculture,
from the income derived from the fund.
The purpose of the Federation, which
consists of 14 County Farm Bureaus, is
to aid, co-ordinate, and assist the several
county units in their work. It has always
been in close cooperation with the Extension Service of the College of Agriculture.
The minimum goal that has been net
is 83,000. The proposition is that this
sum shall be raised by gifts of the county
organizations and by voluntary gifts of
the many farm bureau members.
- - ----Carl Johnson, spent the week-end at
his home in Portland.

Columbia University Prof.
Heads Investigation in
Maine

Teacher demand and supply in the
State of Maine will receive special attention by the Maine Public School Finance
('OIIIMISO1011. it %sae announced at the
offices of the Commission in the State
House, Augusta, today.
In this connection the appropriate
place and function of the state's program
of teacher training will be studied by Professor Floyd 13.()Rear, specialist in higher
education, Teachers College, Columbia
University, and assistant to Professor
Paul R. Mort, director of the technical
staff of the Finance Commission.
Professor O'Rear is already familiar
with educational conditions in the state,
lie participated in the recently completed
study of institutions of higher education
in Maine, exclusive of those devoted to
teacher training. He took part also in
the internal survey of the University of
Maine just completed.
In addition to his work in Maine, Professor O'Rear has conducted surveys of
higher education in Massachusetts,
The alumni of the University of Notre Florida, Missouri, and Chicago. He was
Dame listed the following as causes id a member of the staff of specialists which
marital discord and divorce: Impa- studied the offerings of the colleges of the
tience, jealousy, temper, difference of United Lutheran Church in the United
opinion, clash of temperament, selfish- States and Canada.
ness', religion, mixed marriage (Catholic
In a statement issued through the
and non-Catholic), social activity, bridge, Commission today, Professor O'Rear
drinking, in-laws, relatives, wife's or hus- said, "I expect to seek in Maine the anband's lack of thrift, difference in inter- swers to four questions: How many
aimlanes, teachers does Maine need. From what
ests,
misunderstandings,
mother-in-law living in home, depres- sources may the 'nippily of teachers for
sion, tardiness at meals, illness, outside Maine be derived? What institutional
activities, laziness, mystery stories, ego, provisions are required to meet the state's
food, stubborness, the relative merits demand for teachers? How may Maine
of St. Mary's Notre Dame and George- best supply those provisions?"
town, and what happened to the button
Professor O'Rear will be in Maine
on husband's shirt.
during the week of April 23, and will spend
time at the following schools: Eastern
The Columbia University debating State Normal School at Castine, Western
team will oppose Oxford University on State Normal School at Gorham, AroosMay 5, on a radio transatlantic debate on took State Normal School at Presque Isle,
"Resolved that Steadily Increasing and Madawaska Training School at Fort
Freer Trade Between Nations of the World
Kent, Washington State Norm& School
is the Best Means of Securing Prosperity
at
Machias, and Farmington Normal
and International Peace." Columbia will
School at Farmington.
take the negative.

ATHLETIC ASSOCIN
GIVES OUT LETTERS
IN THURS. MEETING
Twenty-Four Varsity M's
and 43 Numerals
Awarded
The University of Maine Athletic
Association voted on the awarding of
varsity letters and freshmen numerals
at a meeting held last Thursday evening. Varsity track letters weie awarded
Ii, 13 tracksters, while 43 freshmen were
voted their 1937's for their efforts in track
and basketball. Winter sports letters
were given to 11 members of the state
championship snowbird squad. The
awards went to the following men:
Varsity track—E. W. Hill, M. K. Goddard, K. D. Black, J. W. Marsh, E. L.
Black, W. B. Cole, D. A. Huff, W. L
Provonost, D. E. Favor, C. 0. Totman,
K. L. Ireland, J. A. Stevens, and A. L
Roberts. A manager's letter was given
to George I). Carlisle, while aMa's were
given to W. A. Smith and C. C. Robie
assistant managers.
Freshman track—W. Hunnewell, H. E.
Shaw, I. J. Perkins, J. L. Littlefield, H. L.
Webb, J. F. Dow, R. D. Swab, R. A.
Helsel, A. L. Bell, W. E. Crowell, F. W.
Boyle, J. M. Hinckley, W. C. Adams,
H. J. Stagg, L. D. Dingwall, G. P. Hitchlugs, R. D. Braley, and J. J. Murray.
Freshman basketball—F. M. Tapley,
G. Bucknam, W. B. Smith, C. K. Keegan,S. P. Lane,J. J. Murray, R. W.Plaair,
J. F. Dow, N. 13. Jackson, P. W. Burke,
T. E. Houghton, C. L. Russell, D.Thompson, P. B. Wilson, N. J. Wilson, J. C.
Cameron, N. D. Carlisle, C. F. Golding,
W.S. Brewster, E. C. Childs, W. F. Chapman, J. C. Kelley, and P. L Dalot.
Winter sports—K. E. Aldrich, P. N.
Bower, W. E. Canders, G. M. Cox, J. E.
Doe, L. N. Hardison, K. N. Hendrickson,
It L Ohler, P. S. Parsons, S. R. Parsons,
and A. E. Prince.
Evelyn Tracy, '36, spent the week-end
at her home in Bangor.
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COLUMBIA SENIORS HOPE FOR
LESS
With the casting of about 2(1) ballots.
Columbia men expreired their answers to
"How much 04i you expect to earn in salary five years after et tnimencernent
"Has your college eductitton town w ort h
while?-- -"Who is the most dignified
student on the campus?" - • Who Is the
most popular?---What is your favorite
novet?"--"Who is your favorite actress"
- and sundry other questions of importance to college men. 'Fla' aserage anticipated earning (Or the group was gime°,
which is 1272 Icom than was expected by
the composite predereavor in last year's
fliff Montgomery, football star,
asp deemed the most popular, arm) Point
Counter l'oint" son the highest number
of votes for the moat popular novel, Tao
hundred thought their eollege education
had heen worth %tilde, and two answered
in the negative Katharine Hepburn
won first place as the favored screen actress.
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Perhaps you don't bite your nails are a warning of jangled nerves.
Why not play safe 7 Protect
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week-end

Many High Schools
Expected To Enter
Speaking Contests
MRS. FREDERICK 1'()I.NG.N
031L6.1.

•
c, ARC'FY OF GIRLS
AT OWL STAG DANCE
tently afraid of having the girls'

ENTERTAms cii!

The home of Mrs. Frederick Youngs in
t ...ntinued, the usual amount of femi- Bangor was the scene of a delightful tea
pulchritude missed hearing Dana Saturday afternoon when the patronesses
of Chi Omega .aorority entertained over
..nger and Sam Favor sing their duet
50 active members and alimmae. Miss
Sophomore Owl Stag dance held in , Estelle Nason. Mrs. Grace Grant, and
21.ni Hall gymnasium last Saturday Mrs. William Schrumpi presided over the
tea and coffee tables. Mrs. Youngs. Mrs.
, •,:ng.
Adams. and Mrs. Paul Cloke served.
\l any shorn heads appeared on the Asa
•
number
overwhelming
„-, e door as the
Miss Phyllis Johnson '35, of I,a Tuque,
searched for a girl with whom to Canada. was recently elected president of
•
e to the strains of Larry. Miller's the Xi Beta Chapter of Chi Oinega. The
alter officers elected are: Betty Wilhelm
c hall was decorated with pine trees '35, vice-president: Bettina Sullivan '36.
hands were stamped with the college secretary ; Frannie Knight '34, assistant
secretary: Alice Campbell '36, treasurer;
Jane Chase. ritual officer; and Beth GidPickney Estis Glanzberg, Alpha dings, rushing captain.
.
S
run Pi national Panhellenic delegate,
'35 is the editor
H.
\Vasgatt
Cynthia
Gamma
Maine
of
visit the 1:niversity
; sqter of that sorority on the weekend of an issue of the Interpreter which ap' ;.ril 29 and 30. Mrs. Glanzberg is a peared yesterday. The Interpreter is pubprominent New York lawyer. lished by the Y.W.C.A., and the latest
g the functions of the sorority to be issue contains articles by Mildred Haney,
' for her entertainment, will be a tea retired Y president. Alice Stewart. Dot
Penobscot Valley Country Club Romero. Lucinda Ripley, Lillian Wall,
and Cynthia 1Vasgatt.
afternoon, April 29th.

CAMPUS BANQUET ALUMNI MEETINGS AT
SEPARATED POINTS
IS NEXT THURSDAY SHOW BIG ATTENDANCE
Anne Eliasson Heads
Committee on
Affair
Tentative plans tor the annual banquet
,f the Maine Campus board have been
,nipleted by Anne Eliasson, society edir of the Campus, and chairman of the
:nmittee in charge of arrangements.
t is expected that the banquet will be
at the Penobscot Exchange Hotel
11angor Thursday. April 26. James E.
courcy, retired Campus editor, will
• as toastmaster. James Moreland, in••rictor in journalism at the University,
be the speaker of the evening, accord- to the plans. and Registrar Gannett
een invited to attend the affair. Mr.
. lett is faculty adviser to the Campus
rd.
M the banquet, shingles will be awarded
111 who have worked on the publicaduring the past year, and gold keys
he awarded to the members of the
rial staff. Speeches by members of
ast and present board of editors will

ANNOUNCED
IN Y.W.C.A.INTERPRETER

L.ALENDAR

The following is a tentative Y.W.C.A.
-,lar as made public in a recent
e Interpreter, the publication of t.
lization:
1 21, 22—A mixed retreat at Camp
Jordan. See Miss Ring about going.
25, Wednesday—Frosh Picnic. The
I.odge
Nf.:, 6, Sunday evening—Installation
8. Tuesday afternoon—Joint Cabinet
tea to the women members of the
Board.
'lay 12. 13. or 26, 27—Joint Cabinet retreat at Lake Crawford. Cynthia
Wasatt's Camp.

President Boardman Speaks Before
Gatherings at Worcester and
Providence
University alumni ha% e been holding
enthusiastic meetings in widely separated
points during the past two weeks. Ten
local associations located in New England
New York, Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania.
and Washington, D. C.. have had, or arc
to have, speakers from the campus.
President Boardman '95 was the chief
speaker and honored guest at Worcester
and Providence, April 10 and 11. Dean
A. L. Deering '12, who is also president of
the lieneral Alumni Association, was
chief speaker at the aVestern Massachusetts Alumni meeting in Springfield last
night and is to address Western Maine
and York County Associations at a joint
meeting in Portland tomorrow night, April
20.
Alumni Secretary Crossland '17 attended and spoke also at the above meetings. In
addition, he visited groups in Manchester.
N. H., Schenectady, N. Y., Cleveland,
Detroit, Pittsburgh, and Washington, D.
C. The attendance at Manchester, with
over 40 present. was the largest the Southern New Hampshire Alumni :\ssociation
ever had. Generally the attendance at
all these dinner meetings has shown
marked increase over last year.

ONE YEAR AGO
6/eaiscd Irmo the files of the Moine
Campus of April 20. 1933

LOST AND FOUND
'laze cs lost or found
articles?

say of these

k An addition to list of articles which
have been reported to the Registrar's ofThe rushing system at Maine will unfice as lost which was printed in the Jan.
Icrgo a radical change next year if the 18 issue of the Campus)
•
plan approved by the Interfraternity CounBright green belt with black buckle;
35 ENTRIES RECEIVED cil at a meeting held in Rogers Hall Black velvet belt with red piping; Ronson
Tuesday night is accepted by the Board cigarette case; Cara Nome double comof Administration. The new plan is the pact t silver and blue); Yardley's double
Contests of Varied Sorts
two sears' discussion and re- compact ; Toque with initials W. ii. and
result
,,,,, 2tf,s 11.1E11. inside; 19t36 toque:
search mm the part of the Interfraternity Fri-simian blue and white toque; Dark
To Take Place
Council to find a method of rushing satis- brown felt ; Brown hat with initials
April 27
. C : Soft brown hat (Kennedy
factory to all houses and to the University
make); brown hat with visor.
expensive
less
be
would
which
officials
Thirty-seven high schools and acadeNational Honor Society Key with gold
than the present one.
nnes have already sent in their applicachain; Yale lock key on chain with Shell
fob; Pocket knife (red handle) ; Green
tions to the annual University of Maine
The Fourth Annual State Oratorical zipper jacket;
Merrill Trust Bank Book; 1
,
prize speaking contests which will take Contest, held in Alumni Hall on Monday, 3 A 0 I pledge pins; Ring with pink
dower-shaped stone; S. A. E. ring; MonPlace Friday. April 27, on the campus ac- April 7. at 8 p.m. and sponsored by the ey; Dark blue yarn zipper pocket book;
Association, was
Peace
Intercollegiate
Black glasses case with blue lining; Glasscording to an announcement made recently
Frank S. Murray of Bates. who es in blue case; European Hy. textbook
by Delyte W. Morris. varsity debating won by
spoke on the subject, "There Is No t College Outline Series) ; Book of Verse
coach and instructor in the department of
Peace." Sumner P. Mills, of Colby, was by Edna St. Vincent Millay ; "Paetou's
public speaking.
Guide to Study of Medieval Ily."; Crawawarded second place, while Maine's rep- ford's
State Government ; "Elementary
The entries are as follows: Ellsworth, resentative, Kenneth C. Foster, was
Statistics.
Higgins Classical. Stonington. Winter judged third.
I.arge. loose-leafed, red covered noteI harbor, Wiscasset, Old Town, Jonespcirt.
! book ; notebook with U. of M. seal on
Machias, Brewer, Milo. Monson. HampCarl P. Dennett, director of a large cover; Black notebook with history notes;
den, Stockton Springs. Freedom, Bangor, number of corporations and president of also Journalism, accounting notes; Black
Corinna. Brownville junction, Cherryfield. the General Capital Company of Boston, notelssik ; Brown leather notebook; Black
notebook together with a Mechanics and
Rockland. Stetson, Maine Central Insti- will he the Commencement speaker at Heat 1.ab. Manual (name of Ashton Sawtute, Brownville. Waterville, Bar Har- the University of Maine this year, ac- yer, Phi Mu Delta. on Lab. Manual);
bor. St. Croix. I.ee Academy, Camden. cording to an announcement made Sat- Black notebook with agricultural notes in
V1'ilton, South Brooksville, Orono, Ed- urday by President Harold S. Boardman. hack; Black notebook with Colby seal
on Cover.
ward Little, Sherman Mills, Phillips,
• • * • • •
Pr. men's black rubbers (name of B.
and
Ricker Classical, Hartland, Stephens,
Frances Homer, distinguished dramatic Stephens inside) ; Green, yellow and
Hodgdon.
actress, will make two appearances at the cream colored scarf; Tan silk scarf; Light
Thert will be contests in extemporane- University next Monday, April 24, in a and dark blue scarf; Red scarf; Dark blue
mittens; Green ainl brown mitten; Red
ous speaking, declamation, and in humor- series of original sketches. At assembly Mitten; Orange w ith green stripes mitous and dramatic readings.
at 9:30, she will portray a number of
The University offers cash awards to famous Americans. and in the evening at
he winners of first and second places in 8, under the auspices of the women's Ath- dent. and Bryce H. Jose. secretary.
• • • • • •
ach contest. The winner of first place letic Association, she will enact "Ladies
Bedraggled and bedridden Old Man
will have the privilege of broadcasting his of Destiny."
Prosperity felt the first urges of spring
or her selection or speech over radio staJohn 11. Quinn, Alpha Tau Omega, was last Friday afternoon and tottered out of
tion WI.11Z the morning of April 28. The
winners of both first or second places in elected president of the Student Senate his secluded corner into the University
each division will also he permitted to go for the coming year at a meeting held in barber shop in company with nearly two
to Topeka. Kansas, May 7 to 9, to take Rogers Hall Tuesday night. Alpheus C. score first and second year men. There,
part in the national speaking tournament Lyon, Kappa Sigma, was elected vice- sadly tattered, torn, and tufted locks were
for secondary schools sponsored by the president, and Kenneth C. Foster, Sigma shorn close to skulls, as a direct afterAlpha Epsilon, secretary. These men will math to one of the fiercest interclass strugmt Mal Forensic leagne.
replace John F. Wilson, president of the gles ever staged on the hunting grounds
Senate; Melbourne Means, vice-presi- of the Black Bear.
ROWLANDS TO EDIT

I

tens. Gray with red stripes mittens; Dark
brown kid glove, size 6 ; Pr. brown lined
gloics; Pr. practically new fur-lined
gloves; Woman's heavy brown glove;
Pr. men's light tan gloves; Pr. gray woolen gloves.
Pens and Pencils—Brown and white
pen with If. 1.. (:. on top; Parkerette pen
black and red; Black Conklin with red
top; Black eversharp pencil; Black and
white Waterman pencil; Red and brown
Moore pen and pencil set; Red and black
l'arker ; Green and brown pen with initials I'D.!', Sheatler perk green; Mottled green pen without clip; Green Parco;
Black Lincoln pen; Black and white
Sheaffer; Large mother-of-pearl pen;
Black and white ever/tarp; Black Sheaffer; Black and white pen; Small black
Sheaffer ; Black Sheaffer with gold band;
Parker Vacuum Filler Pen, black with
silver trimmings; Black Waterman;
tireen Eversharp; Black Sheaffer, pointed
ends. 114111C scratched on side; Sterling silver pen, initials E.G.; 1.ight and dark
gray Sheaffer.
In CtISi any of the above are found it will
be sin, h appreciated if they are returned
to the Registrar's office.

1938 FROSH BIBLE
Following the custom of the past four
years, the editor of the Freshman. Willett
Rowlands, and the staff have been chosen
to edit the Freshman Bible fir the incoming class of 1938. The experiences and
—ons learned by the clas sof 1937 will
be passed on to aid the future freshmen.

The Contributors' Club initiated five new
members into its society in Stevens Hall
last Tuesday evening. Those initiated
were: J. Otto Day '36, Ralph Higgins '36,
gatha Kittrick '36. Eleanor Merriman
Is
36. and Elizabeth Wilhelm '35.

ORONO
Thur. .,. I 1... April

19-20
Gaynor and Barryinore in

"CAROLINA"
Outstanding. suitable for entire
family
Sat., April 21
!finable feature program

"MIDNIGHT"
with Sidney Fox

also
"EVER SINCE EVE"
with
Mary Brian and George O'Brien
This picture is recommended for
everybody
Mon., April .23

"TWO ALONE"
onii jean Parka, Toni BPOW11,
Arthur Byron, and Elliott Nugeir
Tues., April 24
I) inble Feature Program

"BE MINE TO-NIGHT"
First showing in this section.
A picture for discriminating
audiences. You'll regret missing
this one.

•

The following house officers of Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity were elected at a recent meeting: Arnold Kaplan, chancellor;
ab.nte Cohen. vice-chancellor; Harry
Helfand. secretary, and Howard Steinberg, treasurer. The above men will hold
office for MIC year.

STRAND THEATRE

THE UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO

Co-feature

School of Dentistry

"SLEEPERS EAST"
with ‘‘'ynne Gibson and Priest, 1,

A three year course of instruction. quarter plan. The dental and niedica
divisions are closely affiliated. Dental students have two years of basic medi
cal study under direction and supervision of the medical faculty. Clinical
practice of dentistry in all its varied aspects, is supervised by the dental divi
skin and is connected with the clinics of several hospitals. These combined
institutions offer an unusually- helpful experience in clinical observation, diag
nosis and treatment of dental conditions. The next regular session will opei,

Foster. A murder melodrama
Wed., April 25
Another great show for
"TWO FOR ONE"
—First evening show at 6:45—
Paramount presents

"COME ON MARINES"
with Richard Arlen, Ida Lupin°.
and Roscoe Karns. A fast tnoving
snappy, breezy comedy.

July 2nd, 1934.
For further information address

Coining "GALLANT LADY,"
"(ill..kMOL112." and "BEI(WED,'
all great show s

School of Dentistry
25 Goodrich St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

•

"WHEN A FELLER
NEEDS A FRIEND"

Saturday Nite

1111.%TE.t117
Welcome—U. of M.
l'ir•-t time here
Eddie Lynn and His
Ambassadors
12 Entertainers
ew Sensational Different
No Advance in Prices

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT SOLVED
representative, t, -ti he
,
lticational literature. Three months'
adv work. Local or traveling.
Address
: •1,eral compensation.
-11ege Dept., 1006 Arch Street.
Philadelphia.
•••

Cramming is a pleasure—if it's cramming
mellow old BRIGGS into your pipe!
BR IGG s is aged in the wood for years
until it's hiteleas. No wonder it became a
nation-wide favorite before it had a line of
advertising! Won't you let BRIGGS speak
for itself, in your own pipe?

KEPT FACTORY FRESH
by...,Ii•i•g •I

These humble quatrains are composed
To tell a sprightly talc
Of how a witty junior nosed
A senior with a frail.

Now Bert had honors, letters; he
Was quite the well-known lad.
While two-bucks-ten and faith-in-me
Were all that Tommy had.

The talc, ye hearties, goes like this:
It seems two lads were nuts
About a certain little miss
Whose name, we'll say, was Lutz.

When blond Miss Lutz declined to go
With Bert, he wondered why.
That Tommy should get all the show
Was quite a blackened eye.

CELLOPHANR

THE NEW
DENTISTRY

The junior's Christian name was Tom; tie learned the night the prom was thrown
Why he had lost the date.
The senior's name was Bert.
For Tom had made the timely loan
They both considered for the prom
Of someone's Ford V-81
The same blond, blue-eyed skirt.

A nag* of Preventive Modiefoto
Colleg• Mon find is it unusual
opportunities foe a weer
Tits Harvard University Dental
School offer, a competent course
tel preparation for the dental

profession.
A "Class A" SCHOOL
lr,ite fn. rataloMII

111
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
tights that toe coaches be allowed t
in a list of men to the proper autl.
and those men should be entitled •
munity I agree a tth the Coach .
idea. but the best thing for al! concerned
..ould be to abolish class wars once and
.r all. Excited young men running als,ut
,ith scissors in their hands or pucke.
presents a good chtuice for something ,
The University of Maine departserious to occur. As I recall it, last year
a stellar freshman trackster ahno,t broke ment of athletics released the followa kg sitting on the rear of a Lai' which
ing spring sports schedules early
smashed into another auto.
••••• •
this week.
Maine certainly is progressing in her
The schedule finds the varsity
athletic program. chiefly through the untrack team in but one home meet
tiring efforts of Ted Curtis. The golf
; this year. There will be three varand tennis teams now have a full schedule
including a state intercollegiate meet. Bos- sity tennis matches and a similar
h.n College will again send a team to our number of golf matches at Orono.
By ROGER LEVENSON fair
campus when their golfers will enSPRING SCHEDULES
gage our own divot diggers here on May
into
The Pale Blue golf team got
19.
Varsity Track
action Tuesday evening at a meeting
appears
publication
this
m
Elsewhere
May
at Orono
Springfield
attended by 18 candidates. The eleca lineup for today's game with Colby. May 11-12 State Meet at Brunswick
tion of officers took place with the It wlil be n-ted that Coach Brice intends May 18-19 N.F..I.C.A.A. at Springfield
result : President, John Leady ; vice- to use three pitchers, two catchers, and, May 25-20 I.C.A.A.A.A. at Philadelphia
other substitutes. The Coach stated that
president, Walter Emerson; secre- every man will be given a chance to disFreshman Baseball
tary-treasurer, Hubert Wilbur ; and play his wares. The most notable vacancy. aside from the pitching, is Pete May 5 ( I. at Orono
manager, Robert Allen.
Talbot'. old berth in right field. }lender- May 10 Higgins at Orono
A new date is being arranged with S4 pil and kice are slated to share the duties May 11 Ricker at Orono
Bates to take place May 4th. Also a in the suiMeld but several other men are May 15 M.C.I. at Orono
tentative date has been set with Bowdoin. likely to be tried there before a regular May 18 Kents Hill at Kents Hill
At present there is talk of having a rep- is selected.
May 19 Hebron at Hebron
resentative at the annual Intercollegiate
May 22 Patten at Orono
Golf Tournament to be held at the Oakley
As this is being composed Coach Jen- May 25 Kents Hill at Orono
Country Club in Watertown, Mass.
kins' trackstcrs are getting their initial
Freshman Track
weirktan on the cinder paths of Alunmi
It is with a hesitant hand that I scat Field which were snowbound ii t so long
myself before this battered old typewriter ago. The varsity baseball men likewise Apr. 21 Deering at Orono
and start ii my way in an attempt to till • have' 1.4.:(11 working out in the balmy Apr. 28 Portland at Orono
the big Sh"Cs that Nib Berg has left be- breezes outside. Coach Brice has been May 5 Lee, Millinocket, Orono, Old
Town. Brewer at Orono
hind. it..li has d.me a great deal for the especially anxious that his outfielders get
May 19 Caribou, Houlton, Presque Isle
LIIIVCrSity, both through the sports pages ,
a peek at a fly hall outside before the Colby
at Orono
UMPIS and the papers for which
01 the
tilt today. and the warm weather of late May 18-19 N.E.I
at Springfield
ii'
he correspond.. to stimulate interest
has given the fly chasers a break. A ball
sports at Maine. Ile has done a great certainly looks different coming to a fieldTennis
job, and I only hipe that I shall be able er, catcher, or batter on the backgrounds
to do half as good.
Orono
at
Bates
1
May
out of doors than the somber background
May 8 Colby at Orono
of the indoor cage.
Coach Fred Brice has stated to this
May 10 Bates at Lewiston
writer his disgust for the interclass scrap-.
May 17 Bowdoin at Orono
NOTICE
such as some of us have just survived.
May 19 Colby at Waterville
He feels that his and the other coaches'
May 21-23 State Intercollegiate at
Outing
There
Maine
will
a
be
athletes are endangered physically, and
Brunswick
his point can be readily seen. A mere Club meeting at Winslow Hall
handful of his baseball players reported Thursday night at 6:45 to elect ofGolf
for the much needed practices during the ficers and to discuss the over night
May 5 Colby at Waterville
melee and training was practically at a trip to Green Lake.
May 19 Boston College at Orono
standstill.
May 21 State Intercollegiate at Orono
May 22 Colby at Orono
The Coach thinks that if we must have
Patronize Our Advertisers

TWO BATES ATHLETES
ARE RULED INELIGIBLE
AFTER DEADLOCK VOTE
Men Cannot Compete
In State Meet
May 11
VOTE TAKEN MONDAY
Maine and Bates Favored
Allowing Men To
Compete
Two stellar Bates athletes, Meagher and all, became ineligible to compete in the annual state track meet
to be held at Bowdoin this year, after a vote by the Maine Intercollegiate Track and Field Association ended in a deadlock. At the meeting of
the Association, held in Augusta
Monday. Maine and Bates voted for
an amendment which would have allowed the athletes to compete. while
Colby, who yvill not participate in the
meet, and Bowdoin voted against it.
The question before the meeting was
one concerning an antiquated rule which,
according to Coach Chester Jenkins, was
put on the books to do away with the tramp
athlete evil. The one year transfer ruling now in effect in all colleges takes care
of athletes who rmive from one place to
another to display their talents. The
Coach further stated that the spirit in
which the ruling was made did not include
leave
cases where a student was forced to
school because of financial difficulties or
illness, which was the case with the two
Bates students.
However, the rule does not state specifically concerning such cases, and Colby
and Bowdoin upheld the ruling which
states that a student must be in school
and eligible scholastically by October 15
to be able to compete in the state meet.
Meagher and Hall did not enter Bates
this year until February and they were
both eligible scholastically when they left
college.
In a statement to the press T. S. Curtis,
faculty manager of athletics at the University, said "We think it very unfair to
prevent students from competing in the
state meet when they satisfy their college
requirements on eligibility as well as the
requirements for representing their college in dual wets and also satisfying the
NEICAA, and the IC4A rules. The
rule, while now on the books, did fit years
ago, but is now out of date and I believe
was never intended to cover such cases
as the two Bates students."
Under the requirements set forth in the
NAAU rule book and the rules covering
eligibility in the NEICAA. Meagher and
Hall are eligible and they competed for
Bates during the past indoor track season
without question in regards to their eligibility. Maine upheld Bates' amendment.
knowing that. should the )oung men it)
question be allowed to compete, their presence in the state meet would h.•
take points away from Maine

ATHLETIC DIRECTOR MAINE ENTERS
GIVES SCHEDULES
FOR SPRING MEETS PENN RELAYS

FARNSWORTH'S CAFE
Your tastes will be satisfied
SPECIAL
SPICE DROPS 29e lb.
HERSHEY'S KISSES 35c lb.

TUFTS COLLEGE

DENTAL SCHOOL
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40 MEN IN THE ORCHESTRA

oach Jenkins' freshman tracksters ill
meet Deering High next Saturday, at
Orono, in a weaker condition than they
were during the indoor seavon.
The loss of Red Sys ab through scholastic difficulties is felt keen) in the weight
and discus events The yearlings, also
rather weak in the dashes, have shown no
marked improvement in that line. The
strength of the freshnici, lies in the abilities of Gatti, Webb, Bell. and Hunnewell.
Gatti is strong in the 44i while W.'bb
shows great prom Se in the high juinp.
broad jump. and the hurdles. Bell's remarkable throws ..f the jave'in have excited much comment. wh!le
ability in distance event, 1,
It is said that Deering i• •tr,
ninnine events

The following is the probable
Maine lineup fur the game today
with Colby at Waterville.
Walton. If
Aldrich. ci
Woodbury, lb
MacBride, ss
Sanborn and Blanchard, c
Henderson and Rice, rf
Anderson, 2b
G. Osgood, 3b
Hoyt. Swank Osgood, Golobski, p
Substitutes: Honer, Marshall,
and Collette.
Coach Brice stated that all the
men in the lineup would see action
in the tilt today.

Maine's undefeated two-mile relay team will compete in the annual
Penn relays at Philadelphia, April
27 and 28, Coach Chester A. Jenkins announced yesterday.
The quartet will probably consist
of Bill Cole, Joe Marsh, and Ken
and Ernie Black. Running at Boston during the indoor season, the
team scored the fast time of 8 minutes, 3 seconds, which Jenkins expects to see substantially lowered i
on the outdoor cinder paths.
NOTICE
Maine's major opposition is ex- ,
pected from Indiana State whose
All women students interested in
two Olympic stars, Hornbostle,and
Fuqua, have been running wild in waiting on table in Balentine Hall
mid-western track meets during the next fall are requested to fill out appast year.
plication blanks with Mrs. Walenta
between April 19 and May I. If
VOLLEY BALL GAMES
PLAYED DURING WEEK your name is already on the waitress list please make out an applicaThe sophomore girls' volley ball team tion blank if you are still interested
emerged victorious from a game with the in a position.
seniors Friday afternoon. The score at
the final whistle was 35-10.
The freshman girls' A team won a de
cisive game from the sophomores SaturLIVE in FRENCH
day morning. The frosh scored 51 points
Residential Summer School ter,
while the upperclass team scored 32 points.1
educationall June 27-August 1.
Only French spoken. Fee 5150.
The soph II team, however, took over thel
Board and Tuition. Elementary,
frosh A team by a 53-41 score.
Intermediate, Advanced. Write
fur circular to Secretary, ResiThe junior A team came out on the long [1
dential French Summer School.
end of a 49-25 score in a game played with I
McG1LL UNIVERSITY
MONTREAL. CANADA
the senior team.

FROSH TRACKSTERS
IN WEAK CONDITION
FOR DEERING HIGH
Ineligibility of Swab
Will Have Effect
On Outcome

How They'll Start

16 SINGERS IN THE CHORUS
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ, CONDUCTOR

We always try to make
Chesterfields as good a cigarette
as Science and money can make
them— in the hope that people
will enjoy smoking them.
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